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Think about a terrible presentation 
you’ve been to. What did it look like?



Think about a great presentation you’ve 
been to. What did it look like?



In a good presentation, we can feel your 
energy and enthusiasm.



A good presentation is usually based 
around a central question



A good presentation is appropriate for 
the audience



A good presentation takes you on an 
interesting journey



A good presentation has the right 
amount of detail



In a good presentation, the journey ends 
on time…



You can remember something 
afterwards from a good presentation



We will focus on three aspects today

• Effective slides

• Effective speaking

• Revising/practicing



Effective slides
Many ideas taken from The Craft of Scientific Presentations



How to make bad powerpoints
• Use a really busy background
• Use colors that don’t stand out
• Or colors that clash
• Include hard to interpret graphs

• (or leave figures & images out 
entirely)

• And annoying animations
• Or have too much information appear all at once in really small font that makes everyone squint 

and then don’t give them enough time to read it
• Or have too much information appear all at once in really small font that makes 

everyone squint and then don’t give them enough time to read it
• Or have too much information appear all at once in really small font that makes 

everyone squint and then don’t give them enough time to read it
• Or have too much information appear all at once in really small font that makes 

everyone squint and then don’t give them enough time to read it

• There are plenty of bad examples 
and good advice out there on the 
internet

Slide from Dr. Andrea Corbett



[Gomes, 2007]

The defaults of PowerPoint are not based on research in 
communication or cognitive psychology



Keep text to a minimum

• Too many words on a slide means people stop listening. 
• Instead of listening to what I am say, most of you are now 

trying to read the bullet points and listen to me at the same 
time. Most of you are no longer actually listening to my words.

• This is an unnecessary cognitive overload.
• Research has shown that it’s better to find a graph, diagram or 

image that relates to the point you are trying to make. Put 
fewer words on the slide so people listen to your explanation. 
It’s a presentation, not a book.

• This can help people remember this better.



Always use informative titles



Overview / Outline / Introduction 
/Background / Conclusion

• Kind of a waste of space…



A picture/graph/graphic is worth a 
thousand words.

Less is more –
make graphs as 
big as you can.



Water from the jet engine’s exhaust creates contrails 
that float in the atmosphere

[Encyclopedia of Global Environmental Change, 2002]

[HamakeHamaker 20092009]

Don’t forget to give credit for graphics or 
ideas



June 23, 2008 2008 ASEE Annual Conference -- Pittsburgh

Questions ?

[Alley, 2013]

A common error in the endings of scientific 
talks is to waste the last slide



Adsorbed HOAc allows 
the growth of siderite

A thick siderite layer protects 
the steel from corrosion

Questions?

In summary, high concentrations of acetic acid
help protect steel from corrosion

Steel
Fe3+x O4-y

FeCO3



The structure generally follows the 
structure of a paper
• Research Question/Hypotheses plus minimal background
• Methods
• Results / Evidence
• Conclusions
• Future directions
• Acknowledgements



You need about 1 minute per slide.



You can use presenter tools, but you 
need to keep notes short



Effective speaking



Take a deep breath before you start.

https://challengingbehavior.cbcs.usf.edu/docs/Smell-Blow.pdf



Focus on your message not your 
performance.

https://atlantabrochuredesign.com/powerpoint-presentations/



Most likely you will need to slow down.



Fake it till you make it is not such a bad 
idea.

Lifeabovezero.com.au



Don’t apologize during a presentation 
(usually).

https://www.ethos3.com/2020/02/its-okay-to-apologize-during-your-presentation/



Maintain eye contact – even online

https://www.fripp.com/eye-contact-fripp-virtual-training-video/ and https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ra-98Iv0aS8



Use a water bottle strategically for a 
break.

https://visme.co/blog/memory-lapse/



Revising your talk



Responding to feedback is key part of 
being a scholar.

https://hbr.org/2017/04/responding-to-feedback-you-disagree-with



You should go over your slides for 
Errors
• Insert picture of mistake here.



Practice for someone else.

Toastmasters



Time yourself.



Finally, don’t forget to have fun!
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